DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING : NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS AND ASSESSMENT

REPORT ON THE 2004 SENIOR CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION IRREGULARITIES IN THE MPUMALANGA PROVINCE

INTRODUCTION

On 22 December 2004, Umalusi, the statutory body tasked with the responsibility of quality-assuring the Senior Certificate examination results, indicated to the Director-General that it had decided to approve the release of the Senior Certificate Examination results of only eight provincial Education Departments. Since Umalusi had become aware of possible irregularities in the conduct of the examinations in Mpumalanga on the day of the official declaration of all examination results, the Mpumalanga results were withheld pending greater clarity on the alleged irregularities.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM
Umalusi received information from a Mpumalanga Police Commissioner and a Beeld newspaper report that there was some possible assistance provided to candidates at some examination centres in Mpumalanga. The media reports and those from the Police Commissioner, created an impression that the alleged irregularities were widespread and of a serious nature that releasing the Mpumalanga Senior Certificate Examination results could be risky. This therefore according to Umalusi, necessitated that the results be withheld and an investigation be conducted in order to establish if there was any basis for the allegation, the scope of the alleged irregularity, as well as the seriousness of the alleged irregularity.

FINDINGS
Fact finding mission

Following a fact-finding mission by the Department of Education and Umalusi on 23 December 2004, it was discovered that the evidence provided suggested that it was possible that Umalusi could release the results of the candidates whose results were not in the irregularity schedule of the Mpumalanga provincial assessment body. However, the daily media statements regarding the progress made in the police investigations introduced an element of doubt that could have undermined the credibility of the results that were released on the basis of the initial visit to the Province.

Investigation
Following an investigation by Umalusi, it was discovered that
q	There was evidence of irregularity in ten (10) examination centres and "in cases of the centres that were not included in the alleged irregularity but included in the administrative audit, there was no evidence of any assistance being provided to candidates".
q	The learners did receive some form of assistance in ten (10) examination centres.
q	The Mpumalanga Provincial Department of Education did not follow the route and required urgency of  reporting the suspected irregularities to the Department of Education and Umalusi.

• The Mpumalanga Provincial Department of Education was aware of the irregularities but did not report them to Umalusi and the Director-General of the Department of Education, as required by the law.

• The recording of "raw examination marks and CASS marks was
found to be in accordance with the decisions taken by Umalusi."

Umalusi therefore resolved to release the results of those examination
centres, which were found not to be affected by the alleged irregularities.
However, according to Umalusi, the results from the ten (10) centres where
evidence of irregularities was found have been withheld pending further
investigation. "This investigation should be taken forward by the Mpumalanga
Department of Education that is responsible for dealing with irregularities. On
completion of the investigation, a full report must be submitted to Umalusi
Council on how these irregularities have been dealt with, and if the Council is
satisfied with the outcome, the results of these centres could be endorsed."

Furthermore, it must be pointed out that:

• Irregularities exist in all provinces and the results are excluded during the results release. What caused scepticism around Mpumalanga's results is that such irregularity were not reported as
stipulated in the National policy on the conduct administration and management of the assessment of the Senior Certificate.

• Unlike other provinces where an Examination Directorate or a ChiefDirectorate runs the examinations, Mpumalanga does not have adedicated Examination Directorate. Instead, the examinations are run by an Examination Sub-directorate, which falls under a Quality Assurance Directorate. This therefore compromises accountability and the speed at which decisive action is taken. Despite this weakness examinations in mpumalanga are conducted withcredibility. There is no doubt that the Mpumalanga has effective

Provincial examination policy, policy on the appointment of
markers, centre managers, EAA's and SSE's.

RELEASE OF RESULTS IN THE MPUMALANGA PROVINCIAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT

Only 10 out of 587 examination centres had their results withheld following the official release of the results on 15 January 2005. Of the ten centres five independent and five public schools were involved.

On 17 January 2005, Mpumalanga PED appointed ten investigating teams of four members each in accordance with section 50 (1) of the National policy on the Conduct, Administration, and Management of the Assessment of the Senior Certificate, 2004. The investigation took place from 18-21 January 2005.

On 23 January 2005 Umalusi approved the release of 1 353 learners from the affected
ten centres. Only 550 candidates have results still withheld and the attached report
indicates the progress already made.

The report on the investigation on outstanding results in ten centres is attached.

REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATION INTO THE ALLEGED EXAMINATION IRREGULARITIES

BACKGROUND
Upon the recommendations made by UMALUSI, investigation teams were appointed by .the Provincial
Department on 17 January 2005, in accordance with Section 50(1) of the National Policy on the Conduct,
Administration and Management of the Assessment of the Senior Certificate, 2004. This was followed by
a briefing of all the teams on the terms of reference and modus operandi, held on 18 January 2005.
The ten (10) exam centres were to be investigated by ten (10) teams of about four members each, between
18-21 January 2005.

EXAMINATION CENTRES UNDER INVESTIGATION
The following ten (10) centres were subjected to the investigation, and headed by the appointed
Chairpersons: 
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MODUS OPERANDI
The terms of reference provided a framework within which the teams, each consisting of its
specific members based on subject knowledge and equity regarding race and gender, could exercise
and subsequently, obtain an objective view and opinion of the matter under investigation.
The ( 10) ten teams were established from officials in the Quality Assurance Directorate,
Curriculum, Regions and Head Office.
A meeting was held on 18 January 2005 with the appointed team leaders. At this meeting:
-   A report from UMALUSI was given to the team leaders to assist them in serving as terms of
reference.
-   Guidelines were given to the teams.
-   Letters of appointment were issued.
Letters to schools and to Regional Directors were faxed to inform them accordingly.
As per terms of reference, interviews were conducted with:
the principal/chief invigilator;
the teachers;
learners; and with
educators who were not invigilators during the examination session.
Scrutinizing of documents and policies:
invigilation time-table
Departmental policies and the availability thereof on the premises in order to
conduct public examinations.
Exam scripts in question had to be checked at the Exam Section in Middelburg.
A toll-free number, 0800-203-116, was made available to the affected schools and also announced
in the media in order to divulge information on fraudulent activities.
FINDINGS: PRINCIPLE
The Principle applied is as follows:
Results of the candidates that were not taking the subject be released.
Candidates alleged to be involved in any irregularity will only receive results for subjects where no
irregularity was identified.
The entire result of a Centre will be blocked if there are many alleged irregularities at that Centre.
1.      EAST HIGH COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE (A6608083)
A.    SUBJECTS IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED:
* Biology SG Paper I & 2
* Biology HG Paper I & 2
* Geography HG Paper I
B.    FINDINGS FROM THE IRREGULARITY COMMITTEE
•  After two days of interactions with the school management and learners, the team
discovered that:
-  Most educators who were employed in 2004 had their contracts terminated.
-  There seems to be evidence that learners were copying or assisted by
invigilators.
-  The following learners whose exam numbers appear below have similar
answers:
A8105245410088
Al 927351
A8412120510085
-  After interviewing two of them, who are also renowned to be doing well in
Biology, they disputed the fact that they were assisted.
Geography HG
•  Afrikaans 2"d language HG for Grade 11 was mistakenly wrapped with GEOGRAPHY HG
batch but an interaction was made with the marking centre concerned upon receipt.
• The total no of scripts for Geography was 24 and on the attendance register 27; two exam
numbers were repeated on the attendance register; script A8401275398081 was not among the
scripts. The principal reported that the affected candidate was interviewed and reported to have
submitted it.
' • The contracts of eight educators, who taught at the school, had expired, thus it was difficult to
trace and interview them. However, two more educators were interviewed, viz. Ms M Pulane,
who invigilated Grade 12, and Mr Mkhondo, who did not invigilate Grade 12.
•  Question 1. 1,7 learners (out of 9) have the same wrong answer, 1.1,3 with the same letter "B",
2 learners have not written I. I.
•  Question 1.2,8 learners have answered Question 1.2.4 as feedback mechanism and one learner
answered 1.2.4 as seedback mechanism.
•   1.2.6 fully concur with UMALUSI report.
•   1.3.6 fully concur with Chief Marker's report.
•   1.5.4 answers are almost similar.
•   1.4.3 learners have answered incorrectly but the wording is not exact.
•   1.5.2 many learners have a comma or a filll stop, and some of them have written nothing.
•  Question 2.2.2 only three (3) learners have the same answers, the rest have different answers
not exactly the same incorrect answers.
•  Question 2.3.2 only two groups of the two and three learners have the same answers.
•  Question 4.1 only three (3) learners got the total and the rest are either correct or incorrect in
different ways.
•  Question 5.1.3 only three (3) learners have got the right spelling "lymph" 2 learners have the
wrong spelling "lymp", and 2 have a different spelling. This therefore contradicts the
UMALUSI's observation that all candidates had the same incorrect spelling.

C RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE IRREGULARITY COMMITTEE
•  Results of the candidates should be released and implicated learners' be withheld, as other
learners' career prospects are held at ransom.
•  The five (5) implicated learners who wrote BIOLOGY SO PI (see table below) should be
invited to a hearing as per policy. Chapter 12 on Examination Irregularities.
(PMG Note: Table not included)
•  So their results are to be blocked until the process of hearing is completed to determine
•  the correct sanction.

ELUKHANYISWENI HIGH SCHOOL (A6610020)
A.    SUBJECT IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED.
•  Afrikaans 2"d Language P. I
The following questions were the basis of the allegation:
-  Question 5: 5.2.1; 5.5.1; 5.5.2; 5.5.3 and
-  Question 6:
B.    FINDINGS
•  After having interviewed the learners, invigilators, non invigilators and the Chief
Invigilator, and also having thoroughly checked the scripts especially on the alleged
questions as mentioned above, there were no evidence of copying.
•  The school had an improvement rate averaging above60% in 2003 with a pass
percentage of 97,5%.
•  The Afrikaans Educator, Ms. Sibanyoni is a cluster leader, a moderator ofCASS and
has been marking Grade 12 Afrikaans for many years.
•  The school is located in a mixed racial grouping of Blacks and Colourds.
•  Most learners, who wrote Afrikaans 2"d Language HG, are First (1"> Language speakers
in Afrikaans.
• The learners demonstrated high proficiency and confidence in the command of the
language when they were interviewed.
C.    RECOMMENDATION
•  The school results be certified as free of any irregularities and be released.

3.    EMJINDINI SECONDARY SCHOOL (A6608019)
A.    SUBJECTS IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED
•  Business Economics SG
• The report from UMALUSI indicated that with the exception of a few candidates, the
rest were assisted in Question I where all learners got the same and all got 1.8 wrong.
B.    FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM
•  The candidates, invigilators, non invigilators, subject teacher and the Chief Invigilator
were interviewed by the committee.
•  The Principal was not the Chief Invigilator on this day.
• The teacher's expectations on the learners' performance. The teacher said she expected
a pass rate of 80% in Business Economics and 59% average mark for 2004 while other
educators said the 2004 group was a bit weak.

• It was found that the Head of the Subject (HOD) who majored in Accounting and Economics in college and currently an accounting educator in Grade 12 was a member of the invigilating team on the day Business Economics was written.

• 90 Scripts were verified by the investigating team and it was detected that:

- the pattern of answers was similar in Question I;
- the sitting arrangement indicates that similar marks were scored by candidates who were seated in close proximity to one another;
- the majority of candidates either got marks ranging at 41, 45 or 47 out of the total of 50.
- most of the candidates answered question 1.8 incorrectly and chose the same incorrect answer, e.g. A;
- the marks achieved under Question I (Multiple Choice Question) appeared to be much higher than the marks achieved by learners in the other questions in the examination paper;
- the average mark achieved for Question 1 is 42;
- there is an indication that they were assisted.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS
• The results of the learners who did not offer Business Economics be released.
• The Business Economics SG result should be blocked pending on the candidates
appearing for hearing as per procedure of irregularity.




NB: RECOMMENDATION:
The candidates may have copied these answers; therefore results are to be withheld.

CONCLUSION:
It is evident that learners either copied or were assisted by the invigilators during the Examination process. The schools involved should be charged with:
-	Maladministration that has affected the integrity of the entire Province and the negative impact on the ability of the assessment body to render incident free examinations
-	Flouting of the Assessment Policy that resulted to the irregularities that has been picked up during the marking

CANDIDATES:
-	During the marking process the irregularities that are evident are the following:

-	Crib notes discovered
-	Clear evidence of copying or being assisted by invigilators
-	Different handwriting in an answer script

It is therefore believed that during the conducting of a hearing, it is then that the irregularities that involve the invigilators can be determined and it is then that strict measures should be taken against them.

4. EXCELSUS COMBINED SCHOOL (A6604124)

A SUBJECT IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED

• English 1st Language SG P.1.

- Suspected that candidates were assisted during the writing of the final examination.
- The candidates are alleged to be having the same right and wrong answers in Question 5.
.- Only SEVEN (7) candidates were registered in 2004.

• Biology SG Paper 1 and 2.

- Suspected that candidates were assisted and after having checked UMALUSI
confirmed no irregularity and it was referred to the Specialist.

B. FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM
• Candidates, invigilators, non invigilators, subject teacher and the Chief Invigilator were
interviewed.
• The committee checked the scripts of the SEVEN (7) learners and the following was found:-
- All learners do not have exact answers, for example, in Question 5, No. 5.6, three learners wrote "Port" and four learners wrote "Pack". In Question 5.10, five learners wrote "For" and two learners wrote "are".
- Six of the seven learners got 5 marks for the question and one (1) learner got four (4) marks.
- Question 5 is out of 15 marks and the learners are not doing well hence evidence of assistance is not apparent.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Investigation Team recommends that the results be released.

KAMHOLA SECONDARY SCHOOL (A6608032)

A.	SUBJECT IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED

• Economics HG

B.	FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM

• The candidates, invigilators, non invigilators, subject teachers and the Chief Invigilator were interviewed and it was clear that they are contradicting themselves.
• After having checked the scripts of Economics HG, it was clear that the candidates were assisted based on the following:-

- Those who are implicated scratched from the beginning to the end.
- Where they got it wrong, all of them wrote the wrong answer.
- There is an indication that they were assisted after having attempted this question on
their own.

• It was discovered that only 11 candidates differ from the rest.

•- Afrikaans was mentioned by some educators as a subject in that school, but after having checked the scripts, no evidence of irregularity was found.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

·	There is a clear indication and evidence that the candidates were involved in irregularity
especially in MCQ.
·	The committee recommend that the results of this centre in ECONOMICS HG be
blocked for only 26 candidates whose examination numbers appear below:

(PMG Note: Table not included)

• The candidates implicated are expected to appear for hearing as per the irregularity
procedure.

6. LYNNVILLE ADULT CENTRE (B6600047)

A.	SUBJECT IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED.

• Accounting SG

B. FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM:

• Candidates, invigilators, non invigilators, subject teacher and Chief Invigilator were interviewed.

• After checking all the scripts (especially the 8), it was confirmed that:

- In all questions, from question 1 to 7 candidates had same wrong and correct
answers, especially in question 7 they also had the same marks.
- The handwriting in the scripts is suspiciously simila
- There is substantial evidence that the alleged irregularity did take place.
- Contradictory statements by the respondents were made regarding the number and the identity of invigilators present during the time of writing. This made the team to be suspicious that the invigilation was not properly conducted on that particular day.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• That the results of the other 54 Accounting SG candidates not implicated be released.
• That the results of the 8 candidates be blocked and the implicated candidates are to
appear for hearing as per examination procedure.

TO BE BLOCKED:
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7. METROPOLITAN SCHOOLS (A6604061)

A.	SUBJECT IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED

• Physical Science HG. P.1

- Irregularity confirmed. All learners show similar correct and incorrect answers.

·	Physical Science SG. P.2

-	All learners show similar correct and incorrect answers.

• Accounting SG.

B. FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM
• Candidates, invigilators, non-invigilators, subject teachers and the Chief Invigilator
were interviewed.
Physical Science HG. P.1

- Question I MCQ has high marks above, but clear pattern for wrong answers was found.
- The total marks showed a natural spread between 52/200 to 134/200.
- Question 9 and 10 have comparatively high marks. Both these are electricity questions which are normally answered better than other sections.

- Not clear patterns for wrong answers wore found, but it is under suspicion with MCQ where almost same marks are obtained by most candidates, (40 marks).

Physical Science SG. P.2

Question 1 (MCQ) marks fall within a very narrow range.
1.1 got 18 marks
7 got 21 marks
1 got 15 marks
marks

- Similar 7 wrong answers for all learners in Questions 1.2,1.5,1.6,1.10. (Answer A) 1.11 and 1.12 (Answer D)

- The total marks fall within a narrow range between 60 and 80 with an exception of 2
getting 98 and 48.

Accounting SG.

- 4.4.1 Most of the candidates used tipex and correct answers were written and were the
same.

- The irregularity is confirmed and candidates to be invited for
hearing.

English 2nd Language P.2

- All the scripts were checked by the Markers and Chief Markers and the irregularity committee confirmed that there was an irregularity.

English 1st Language HG. P.1

-.After having checked the scripts the investigation team concluded that the range of the total marks obtained indicate a normal spread of marks in the centre.

- The wrong answer show a fair spread of learners who got the wrong answer.
History HG.

No irregularity has been detected in this Subject.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

• Physical Science HG. P.1
- Confirmed irregularity and the results be blocked until the candidates are invited for hearing.

• Physical Science SG. P.2

- As mentioned in our findings that there were irregularities, it is therefore
recommended that the results be blocked as above.

• Accounting SG.
The Investigation Team recommend that the results be withheld and the implicated learners be interviewed as per examinationpolicy.

• English 2nd Language P.2

The Investigation Team recommend that the results be withheld.

• English 1st Language HG. P.1

Recommendation is that the results of this subject be released.




8. NJEYEZA SECONDARY SCHOOL (A6606045)

A.	SUBJECT IMPLICATED/SUSPENDED:

• Afrikaans 2nd  language HG P I.

• Biology SG, Geography HG/SG, History SG/HG and Agricultural Science SG.

B.	FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM:

• There was evidence detected to support the findings that learners could have been assisted during matric examination for Afrikaans 2nd  Language HG P1

• It was confirmed there was irregularity especially in Q.2.,3 and 5 where eleven candidates wrote same wrong answers.

• 46 candidates wrote Afrikaans 2nd  language HG for both papers 1 and 2, but irregularity
was only detected in Afrikaans 2nd language HG P 1.
• There is a clear indication that learners received assistance even though they did not
admit that when they were interviewed.

C.	RECOMMENDATIONS

• Based on the findings of the investigations, it is recommended that results for all other subjects EXCEPT for Afrikaans 2"d Language HG be released.

• Therefore Afrikaans 2nd  Language HG is to be blocked until candidates implicated are
invited for hearing as per the examination procedure.

9.	NCAKINI HIGH SCHOOL (A6608053)

A.	SUBJECTS IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED

• Accounting SG
• Biology SG. P.1 & P.2
• Afrikaans 2nd  Language HG.
• Geography SG & HG. P.1 & P.2

- Suspecting that candidates were assisted
- All learners - GEOGRAPHY HG. P. 1 cancelled their answers and wrote the correct answers for Question.2, same sequence and words used for Question 4 and Question 5.

B. FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM

ACCOUNTING SG.

QUESTION 5.

1. No irregularity was identified in the learner responses to Question 5 learners had
different answers throughout.

5.2. Scratched almost all of them and there is evidence that there is irregularity.

QUESTION 6

1. In Question 6.1 and 6.2 the sequencing of responses were found not to be the same for all the learners.

QUESTION 7

1. Learners had the same mark for Question 7.1 and they were assisted. 33 Learners obtained different marks for this question.

2. Responses to 7.2 and 7.4 are different. The responses range from; failing to attempt the question, giving wrong response and giving the correct response.
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RECOMMENDATION:

The Investigation Team recommends that the results be held until a
hearing is conducted.

BIOLOGY SG. P2

QUESTION I

The scripts suggest the learners were definitely assisted.

1.1.1 they all had the same response for the multiple choice.
1.2 all the learners had the same responses with one wrong answer.
The answer of student number A8306166264088 deviated from the "typical" answer "temperature" to "heat regulation"
1.3 they all got 1.3.2 wrong in the multiple choice
1.4.1 in question 1.4.1 they all gave correct responses. Some
cancelled their wrong answers to write the correct ones. Example A 1927690
cancelled 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 and wrote correct answers.
1.4.2 all learners have the same answer
1.4.3 Seemingly assisted as far as the identification of the retina but were not able to give
the functions of the retina.
1.5 no evidence of irregularity.

QUESTION 2

2.1.1 all have the correct answers some cancelled and wrote the correct answers
subsequently.
2.3.1 all have the same responses example "temperature" and "humidity" in spite of
having seven alternative answers to choose from. Some learners cancelled the other
responses and put in the above answers.

QUESTION 3

No evidence of irregularity found.

QUESTION 4

4.2.1 all the same responses except number 08505115742082 who started with section B question 4 and cancelled the whole page and continued with a different section.
Later question 4 was attempted this time with almost correct answers through out.
4.2.2  all have the same multi-choice response. All got the correct answers for (ii) as c,
which is a wrong answer.

QUESTION 5

No irregularity was evident. Learners gave different answers and the overall performance
for this question was poor.
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AFRIKAANS HG, TWEEDE TAAL-VRAESTEL 1

Let Wel: die onreelmatighede was by Vraestel 1 en nie Vraestel 2 soos in UMALUSI se
verslag aangedui.

Die leerlinge is beslis gehelp. Sommige leerlinge het vraag 1 en vraag 2 doodgetrek en
weer gedoen met almal dieselfde antwoorde.

In vraag 5 het almal dieselfde verkeerde antwoorde. Duidelike bewys dat leeriinge gehelp
is.
Baie ooreenkomste word in die vraestelle gevind soos bv. Vraag 1,2, 5 ens. Baie
antwoorde word doodgetrek en dan wordander ingeskryfwat dieselfde is as in ander
skrifte.

Tydens die onderhoud by die skool het die Aftikaanse Onderwysers gese dat die "hand out"
wat sy van die Cl ontvang het, baie oefeninge bevat het wat in die vraestel voorgekom het
en dit die rede is vir die ooreenkomste in die antwoorde. Bogenoernde bewering moet
nagegaan word

VOORSTELLE

Op ons bevindinge tot dusver moet die punte nie vrygestel word voordat bogenoernde nie
ondersoek is nie.

GEOGRAPHY HG,P.1

QUESTION 2
Allegations are true: Learners were assisted from question 2.11 up to 2.2.4. Almost all the
learners got 30 marks.

Very important in question 2.1.4 all the learners got the same wrong answer namely "High
pressure cell".

Some learners scratched out the whole of question 2 and started again and then only did
question 2.11 - 2.2.4 and did not complete the rest.

QUESTION 4

Learners were assisted. The learners were helped from 4.11 up to 4.3.5. The same words,
sentences and word order were used. And all the learners got more or less the same marks
for question 4.11 to 4.35, namely 38.

For the rest of the question 4.4.1 - 4.5.5 the learners did not do well. Some of them got no
marks in this portion.

Question 4 covers the same section of work namely "Settlement".
QUESTION 5,6 AND 7

The learners were also assisted.

NB: Two learners namely A8301031033081 
A1927189

In the original report both were identified with no irregularity. But this is not correct, they also received assistance in question 2 and 4.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE IRREGULARITY TEAM

ACCOUNTING SG

- Result be withheld

BIOLOGY SG, P.1 & 2

- Results be withheld

AFRIKAANS 2nd LANGUAGE HG, P.1

Results be withheld

GEOGRAPHY SG & HG, P.1

- Results be withheld and a hearing be conducted.

10 WEM SCHOOLS (A6604115)

A. SUBJECT IMPLICATED/SUSPECTED

• Business Economics SG
• Mathematics SG. P.2
• Travel and Tourism SG.
• Physical Science HG. P. 1 & P.2
• Physical Science SG. P.1 & P.2
• Biology SG. P. 1 & P. 2
• English 1St  Language HG. P. 1
• English 2"d Language HG. P. 1 ,P.3
• English 2"d Language SG. P. I ,P.3

B FINDINGS FROM THE INVESTIGATION TEAM

NAME OF SCHOOL: WEM
CENTRE NO.: A-6604115

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS SG. P.2 (28 L-earners)

In the UMALUSI's report implicated that Question 1; Question 2; Question 3; Question 5; Question 7; Question 8 and Question 9 have identical answers.
FINDINGS:
• We found the marks are not the same
• Answers are similar only in certain questions where book works are involved, i.e. all over the country.
• While comparing these learners, A 1925300 and A8706255 768081 they got 16 and 15 marks respectively in Question I but marks are not identical in Question 1.3 and Question 1.1 and Question 1.2 can be identical since that is the only answer where all S.A. learners will be writing the same. Also A8703200788082 and A8701140764080 candidates got 16&15 marks respectively in Question 3. But all sub-questions of 3 are not answered in the same way but answers are
same. A table of comparison attached.

CENTRE NO. B-6604115 (23 candidates)

In the UMALUSI's report implicated that Question 2; 6; 8 and 9 got assistance and
Question 4 showed common wrong answers.

FINDINGS:

• No evidence of assistance have been found in the 23 scripts.
• Marks are not obtained in same manner.
• For example, the candidates B 1935755 and B 1935757 got 4 marks but. Question 2.1.1 answer differ (v25 and 5) but got same marks. One learner attempted 2.15 and other did not.
• Question 9 was not answered by some learners and those who attempted got different
marks.
• There are learners who did not answer Question 4, but the candidates B 1935755 and B 1935769 got 7 marks each but wrong is not common, e.g. one got 7 marks from graph and other got 6 marks from graph and I from Question 4.2.3. Hence the same wrong allegations did not exist. A table of comparison attached.

Travel and Tourism

Question 11.2 - All the candidates got it wrong with the same wrong answer.
-. The majority got 3/5

RECOMMENDATIONS

• There is suspicion that they were assisted
• The results be blocked 

Physical Science SG. P.I

COMMENT:- UMALUSI

Suspect that candidates were assisted.
Identical wrong answers in 1.1 and 8.4

MDOE FINDINGS:

1. Both A and B centres have identical wrong answers for Question 1.1 and 8.4.
2. This was reported by the Chief Marker
3. Question 8.4 has the same arithmetic error resulting in wrong answers for all candidates.

Physical Science HG. P.1

COMMENT:- UMALUSI

Suspect that candidates were assisted.
Confirmed all learners have identical answers in Question 1 and Question 9.

CONCLUSION:

The candidates may have copied these answers and the results should be blocked.

Physical Science HG. P.1

MDOE FINDINGS

Question 1, MCQ has unusually high marks above 32 out of 60.
Question 1.1, has identical wrong answer
Question 9, the answers are not identical

Physical Science SG. P.1

UMALUSI: COMMENT

Suspect that candidates were assisted. Allegation confirmed.

Question 1.1 and 8.4 are identical.

MDOE FINDINGS

These findings were reported by Chief Marker.
Found the following:
Question 1 has high marks above 33 marks
Question 1 1 has wrong answer D for all candidates.

-	Question 8.4 has identical wrong answer. All candidates arithmetic error in calculating R.

RECOMMENDATION:
The candidates may have copied these answers; therefore results are to be withheld.

CONCLUSION:
It is evident that learners either copied or were assisted by the invigilators during the Examination process. The schools involved should be charged with:
-	Maladministration that has affected the integrity of the entire Province and the negative impact on the ability of the assessment body to render incident free examinations
-	Flouting of the Assessment Policy that resulted to the irregularities that has been picked up during the marking

CANDIDATES:
-	During the marking process the irregularities that are evident are the following:

-	Crib notes discovered
-	Clear evidence of copying or being assisted by invigilators
-	Different handwriting in an answer script

It is therefore believed that during the conducting of a hearing, it is then that the irregularities that involve the invigilators can be determined and it is then that strict measures should be taken against them.
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